We construct several simple algebraic models of the multiplicative and multiplicative-additive fragments of linear logic and demonstrate the value of such models by proving some unexpected proof-theoretical properties of these fragments.
I. Introduction
The research described below started when we considered the following simple question: Is there a sentence A of the multiplicative fragment of Linear Logic such that ) A; A is a theorem of (the Gentzen-type version of) this logic? (The motivation for considering this question will be explained below, see III.10 (3)). After failing to produce an example of such a sentence we have tried to show by a proof-theoretical argument that it cannot * Part of this research was done while the author was visiting the Computer Science Department of Edinburgh University, and was supported by grants from the British Academy of Science and the UK Science and Engineering Research Council (Visiting Fellowship number GR/G 55471).
exist. Again, we failed (This had been due, in fact, to a lack of insight, since Danos and Schellinx did provide later such an argument 1 ).
In situations like this in logic one usually tries to apply semantical methods. Indeed a fruitful investigation of a logical system almost always consists of two complementary parts: semantical and proof-theoretical. Ideally, there should be a perfect match between the two, but even a partial match (like having only soundness) is frequently of great value. In linear logic, however, (as far as I know), no serious attempt has been made up to now to use semantic considerations in order to solve strict proof-theoretical problems. 2 The structures that were investigated in this area were of a very abstract character (like the \phase" semantics of Gi87]) and were never applied for solving concrete problems that are not directly related to them. We have felt, therefore, that the time has come to develop concrete structures that can serve as models for linear logic and be helpful for solving problems about it like the one we described above.
This paper has, accordingly, two purposes. The rst is to develop classes of simple, concrete models of linear logic. 3 The second is to demonstrate their value by using them to show several somewhat unexpected features of the multiplicative and the multiplicativeadditive fragments of linear logic. Among other things we show, e.g., that there is no sentence A of the multiplicative language such that ) A; : : : ; A is a theorem (except, of course, sequents of the form ) A), that there is no multiset of theorems A 1 ; : : : ; A n ] (n 2) of the multiplicative fragment such that ) A 1 ; : : : ; A n is also a theorem, and that a sequent of the form ? ) ? is provable in the multiplicative-additive fragment i the multiset ? is a singleton (as a multiset).
It is our hope that the investigations below will nally lead to a class of concrete 1 In a message to the LINEAR mbox on February 7, 1992. In that note they proved also, using their basic argument, Theorems III.4, III.6 and the \only if" part of Theorem III.8 below. They did not provide alternative proofs for the new results in section 4 (like IV.2.3.), but they were not aware of those results then. Their argument, as it is, applied only to the multiplicative fragment.
2 Perhapse the case is put too strongly here. It depends on what one might call \strict prooftheoretical problems". A paper like BCST], for example, certainly treats proof-theoretical problemsbut not of the kind I mean. The examples below illustrate, I hope, what I have in mind. 3 For an example of what I have in mind when I speak about \concrete models" versus \abstract models", think of the two-valued model of classical propositional logic versus the class of Boolean algebras. models of linear logic for which we have both soundness and completeness.
II. Preliminaries II.1 Notations. We shall usually use those which were employed in Av88]. In particular, we shall use !; +;^; and _ for, respectively, linear implication, \par", \with" and \plus". While in Av88] this was a matter of habit (following the tradition in relevance logic), in the present context these notations turn out to be particularly suggestive. We shall, in addition, treat negation as an independent connective, denoted by :. We shall, however, follow Gi87] in using the symbols ; 1 and ? for the multiplicative conjunction and the two multiplicative propositional constants.
The full propositional linear logic will be denoted by LL, while its multiplicative and multiplicative-additive fragments (without the propositional constants) will be denoted by LL m and LL a , respectively. LL ? m and LL ? a denote the corresponding fragments with the multiplicative constants.
II.2 Gentzen-type formulation GLL ? a . We shall use the conventional two-sided version in which we have multisets on both sides of ). The II.4 General Algebraic Semantics. In this paper we shall use algebraic semantics for various fragments of Linear Logic. By this we mean that semantics will be given by valuations in algebraic structures. These structures have operations which correspond to the connectives of the language, and they are equipped with a \truth subset" of \desig-nated values" (and/or an order relation which re ects one of the consequence relations of the logic). Examples are Boolean algebras and classical logic, Heyting algebras and intuitionistic logic, and Modal algebras (see BS84]) and modal logics. 4 In Av88] the following general algebraic structures were introduced relative to which fragments of LL are strongly complete (with respect to their extensional consequence relation). The main idea in the next subsections is to use concrete instances of these structures Basic Relevant disjunction structures. These Additive Relevant disjunction monoids. These are relevant disjunction monoids in which hD; i is a lattice.
In all these structures, if we de ne the subset of designated values T D to be fa 2 D j :a + a ag ( Notes.
(1) In each of the above classes the subclass of structures with a maximal and a minimal element provides an adequate semantics for the appropriate system together with the additive constants.
(2) Relevant disjunction monoids in which fD; g is a complete lattice were called in Av88] \Girard structures". The full additive-multiplicative linear logic is strongly complete w.r.t. to them, and they can be used to provide semantics to the full rst-order LL (including the \exponentials"). This semantics is equivalent to the \phase semantics" of Gi87] (see Av88] for more details).
(3) Another general semantical framework which seems to have close relationships to that of Av88] but was developed independently is that of Weakly Distributive Categories (see CS91] and Ba90]). 5 
III. Semantics in the integers
We start with the following obvious observation: if we take the two truth values of classical logic to be 0 and 1 then the operations which correspond to the connectives are Note. As promised, in this de nition we really use two concrete instances of the general structures described in II.4. It is easy to check that hZ; =; x:1 ? x; +; 0i is a relevant disjunction monoid (where Z is the set of integers), while hZ; ; x:1 ? x; +; 0i is an additive relevant disjunction monoid (where is the usual order relation of the integers).
The set of designated values is y 2 Z j y = ( x:1 ? x)(0) = f1g in the rst case and fy 2 Z j y 1g in the second. Strong validity refers to valuations in the rst structure, validity { to valuations in the second one. What we show so far shows that if Then`G LL m a(A ! A) m ) a(A ! A) k . Indeed, starting with the provable sequents P; P ! P] m ) P and using P; P ! P ) P in (a ? 1)m applications of (+ )) we get a proof of: P] m(a?1)+1 ; a(P ! P) m ) P] m(a?1)+1 : But from the de nition of a it follows that m(a ? 1) + 1 = ka. Hence we have a proof of P] ka , a(P ! P) m ) P] ka . From this it is easy to get a proof of a(P ! P) m ) a(P ! P) k .
If k > m then we use the fact that m ? 1 is divisible by m ? k i k ? 1 is divisible by k ? m. The rst case implies then that`G LL m a(P ! P) k ) a(P ! P) m (where a = (k ? 1)=(k ? m)) and so`G LL ; :a(P ! P) m ) :a(P ! III.10 Notes. 1) Again, the corollary fails in LL a : :(:p _ p) is not consistent (it implies both :p _ p and its negation) but :p _ p is not provable.
2) In classical logic we have, of course, that for every theory T, T`A i T f:Ag is inconsistent. In the intentional (= multiplicative) relevance logics this is true in case T is consistent. The last theorem means that in multiplicative linear logic the empty theory still has this property. This cannot be improved, though, since even consistent theories which are singletons do not necessarily have this property. Thus if we take T = fp + pg (i.e., T = f:p ! pg), then T f:pg is not consistent, although T is (even classically), and T 6 LL ? m p. This last claim can be shown using the deduction theorem: if T`p then there would be a provable sequent of the form p + p; p + p; : : : ; p + p ) p. It is not di cult to
show, however that in every provable sequent of GLL ? m every atomic formula occurs an even number of times (an easier semantical proof is given in IV.1). Proof: Similar to that of III.3.
We present now applications of the last theorem which, for the rst time, use part ( and v(A+B) = v(A B). Still, it was useful in the last theorem. Another application is a very easy proof that f:p; pg 6 LL ? a q: take c = 0, v(p) = 0, v(q) = ?1. Taking c < 0 allows, on the other hand, a short proof that p 6 GLL ? a p + p (recall that this is not equivalent to 6 p ! (p + p)!). Take c = ?1, v(p) = ?1. Finally, taking c = 2 and v(p) = 1 provides an alternative proof (using only the integers) that p + p 6 GLL ? a p. IV.3 Finite models in the multiplicative case. Instead of considering the integers we could have considered just f0; 1; : : : ; n ? 1g with operations + and : de ned modulo n. It is easy to see that the proof of part (2) of IV.2.2 goes through without a change. The various theorems about the multiplicative fragments could then be proved using these models. In fact, they could be proved to show something stronger. Thus not only can we construct a model in which A + A + : : : A (n 2 summands) is not true, but a model in which it is false, i.e., :(A + : : : + A) is true. For this, we just take c = 1 (say) and the integers modulo n. In this model v ? :(A + : : : + A) = 1.
An interesting special case of this class of nite models is when n = 2. We may view the resulting structure as a new interpretation of the multiplicative linear connectives in classical logic. + is interpreted as excluded or, while linear implication as classical equivalence. It follows that as long as only the multiplicative fragment is considered, linear implication can be understood as either classical implication or classical equivalence and \par", respectively, as either inclusive or exclusive \or" { and in both cases we get classical tautologies. V. Conclusion IV.4.2 can, of course, easily be shown by proof-theoretical methods. In AB] one can also nd a semantic proof (using a matrix) of IV.4.2 for the system R, which is stronger than LL ? a . The main importance of IV.4.1 is that it provides a general method of constructing new concrete models of LL a from given ones which might have new properties. IV.4.2 is just a demonstration of the potential power of such a construction. It is our hope that using constructions of this sort we shall nally be able to provide a useful, concrete model (or set of concrete models) which will characterize Linear Logic. So far, however, this goal has not been achieved.
